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CARDINALITIES OF nx -ORDERED FIELDS

2IKICA PEROVIC

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. We show, using GCH, that a cardinal k is the cardinality of an

f/pordered field iff kw = k . We also show, without using GCH, that a cardinal

k is the cardinality of a maximally valued nx -ordered field only if kw = k .

Introduction

Pierce, Comfort, Hager, and Koppelberg have shown that \B\W = \B\ for

classes of Boolean algebras satisfying progressively weaker completeness condi-

tions. We will investigate these issues in the setting of ordered fields and obtain

the Comfort-Hager type condition for the maximally valued ordered fields of

Kaplansky. Let us fix terminology first.

Let 9 = (G, +, 0, -) be a totally ordered, divisible Abelian group. The
absolute value of an element ae G is defined as \a\ = max{a, -a]. An o-

subgroup %? of & is convex if for every b e 77 and a e G, \a\ < \b\ => a e 77.

The principal convex subgroup generated by a e G is V(a) — {b e G\ \b\ < n\a\
for some n e co} . & is Archimedean if all the principal convex subgroups

generated by nonzero elements coincide. The maximal convex subgroup not

containing a is V~(a) — {b e G\ n\b\ < \a\ for every n e co}. V~(a) is
a subgroup of V(a) and V(a)/V~(a) is an Archimedean group. If {Z?K\n e
11} is a family of ordered groups indexed by a totally ordered set IT., then

r{^[|7f 6 IT.} is the ordered subgroup of their antilexicographically ordered
direct product consisting of those elements whose sets of nonzero coordinates

are antiwell ordered in JT. For an element n e n the operation Cn assigning

to each element a e TZ?n the element b such that b(a) = a(o) for a > n and

0 for a < n is the nth head operation. The set IT. = {V(a)\a e G} totally

ordered by inclusion will be called the skeleton of &. For each n e n, let Dn

be a fixed subgroup of the additive group of reals isomorphic to n/n~ , and

let W(&) — Y{Dn\n e l~l} . By the Hahn embedding theorem there exists an

o-embedding of & into Wi&).
Let & - (F, +, •, 0, 1, -,_1 , <) be a totally ordered field. We will use

the Hahn embedding theorem for its additive group. We also define the addition

in the skeleton n of its additive group as V(a) + V(b) - V(ab). The ordered
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group (II, +, V(l), <) is called the value group of the field y. For every

a e F, V(a)/V(a)~ 2 V(l)/V(l)~ is called the residue field of 9~. For
a e F we denote by a its image under Hahn's embedding.

1.    r/i-ORDERED FIELDS

Let a he an ordinal. An ordered field y is na-ordered if (F, <) is an

na-set, i.e., for every two subsets 77, K c F such that |77| + \K\ < KQ and

H < K, there exists a e F such that H < a < K. We will now recall the

definition of a-maximal fields introduced by Kaplansky.

Definition. Let y be an ordered field with the valuation V and let "§ he

its value group. Also let a he an ordinal. For a sequence {ap\fi < a} we

will say that it is pseudoconvergent if for every f5<y</3<awe have

V(ap - ay) < V(ay - as). We will also say for an element a e F that it is a

pseudolimit of that pseudoconvergent sequence if V(a - aa) = V(ap+X - ap).

Definition. Let Na be the ath infinite cardinal. We will say that y is a-

maximal if every pseudoconvergent sequence of length less than KQ has a pseu-

dolimit. y is maximal if it is a-maximal for \F\ = Ka .

Since we are interested in nx -fields, the following theorem due to Ailing is of

great interest to us. That, and some unclear details in the proof given in (2),

were the reasons to include the proof of that theorem here.

Theorem 1 (Ailing). Let y be an ordered field with the valuation V and the

value group "§. The following three conditions are necessary and sufficient for

y to be na-ordered:

(i) Its residue field is isomorphic to 3? .

(ii) Its value group "§ is an na-ordered group.

(iii) It is a-maximal.

Proof, (i) The residue field is Archimedean and could be embedded into 3£ .

Let g = V(i). Let for a field X, Q.(%?) denote its set of rationals. Finally,

let (A, B) be a cut in Q(g/g~). Then there exist C, D c Q(^) such that

Vx e A3q e C(x = q + g~) & Vjc e B 3q e D (x = q + g~). Obviously
C < D. Since y is an nx-set there exists a e F such that C < a < D, so

C + g~ < a + g~ < D + g~ , i.e., A < a + g~ < B . Since g/g~ is Dedekind
complete, it is isomorphic to 31.

(ii) Let A, B c G so that A < B and \A\ + \B\ < NQ . For g e G let
eg denote a fixed representative of g/g~ , and let Ax = {neg\g e A, n e co}

and Bx = {eg/n\n e co, g e B). Now we have in y that Ax < Bx and

\A\\ + |Pi| < NQ • Since y is //^-ordered there exists an element a e F such

that Ax < a < Bx . In this case we also have V(AX) < V(a) < V(BX), i.e.,

A< V(a)<B.
(iii) Let B < NQ be an ordinal and {a7\y < fi} a pseudoconvergent sequence

of distinct elements. Let for y < ft , d7 = ay+x - ay, by = ay + 2\dy\, cy =
ay - 2\dy\. We have cy < ay < by and V(by - cy) - V(dy). On the other hand,

for y < S < fi we have by - bg = ay - a$ + 2\dy\ - 2\dg\, and since \as - ay\ <

\ay+x - ay\ = dy, we have by - bs > -\dy\ + 2\dy\ - 2\dg\ = \dy\ - 2\d#\ > 0. So
we conclude that the sequence B = {by\y < 0} is strictly decreasing, and in a

similar way we can obtain that C = {cy\y < fi} is strictly increasing. Together
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with the fact that for each y < fi we have cy < by, this gives C < B. Since

y is na-ordered, there exists an element a e F such that C < a < B . It is a

pseudolimit of the initial pseudoconvergent sequence. Indeed for every y < fi
we have V(a - ay) < V(by - cy) = dy — V(ay+X - ay).

Theorem 2 (GCH). Let k be a cardinal.   There exists an nx-ordered field of

cardinality k iff kw = k .

Proof. One direction involves the usual ultraproduct construction. So suppose

that kw = k , and let y be an ordered field of cardinality k . Such a field exists

by the Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem. Also let ^ he an cox -incomplete

ultrafilter over co. The ultraproduct ^"ffl// is an cox-saturated ordered field,

hence it is nx -ordered. Its cardinality is between k and kw , and since we

assumed that they are equal, it is just k .

Let us prove the other direction. Let y bean nx -ordered field of cardinality

k , 2? its value group, and V its valuation. We will prove that \G\W < \F\. We

will first define a 1-1 mapping 6: D —> F , from the set of decreasing sequences

in G, into F. Let g = {gn\n e co} be a decreasing sequence in 2?, and for

a e G, let ea be the element of F such that ea has the ath coordinate 1 and

all others 0. Also for n e co let an(g) = Y,{egk\k < n}. {a„(g)\n e co} is

obviously a pseudoconvergent sequence. Since y is 1-maximal, {a„(g)\n e co}

has a pseudolimit a(g). Let 6(g) = a(g). We want to show that 6 is a 1-1

mapping. Suppose that h = {hn\n e co} is another sequence in D and that

m is the minimal index where g and h differ from each other, and without

loss of generality suppose that gm < hm . In that case it is easy to see that

V(a(g) - am(h)) = hm and V(a(h) - am(h)) = hm+x. Since hm+i < hm , we

have that a(g) - am(h) ^ a(h) - am(h) and also a(g) \t a(h). Hence 6 is a

1-1 mapping.
On the other hand, the mapping cp: Gm —> D, defined by 0>({gn\n e co}) -

{f„\n e co} where /„ = zZk<n \Sk\ > is "at most 2m to 1," since gn = (-l)x(P)fn

where P = {n e co\g„ > 0}. So we have |&T < \D\ • 2W = \D\ < \F\.
If |P| = \G\W we are done. If |C7|W < \F\ then by the Hahn representation

theorem we have

\F\ < \T{32\g eG}\< l[{2"\g eG} = (2")M = \G\+.

Since \G\<° < F, we have \F\ = \G\+ . Hence |P|W = \F\.

Actually a more general theorem is true. It was suggested to me by Prikry.

Theorem 3 (GCH). Let (L, <) bean nx-ordered set such that each two intervals

or half-intervals are o-isomorphic or o-anti-isomorphic.  \L\W = \L\.

Proof. Let L — {aa\a < k} . Since in the presence of GCH k01 = k iff cf(/c) >

co, we have to prove that cf(/c) > co. So suppose, to the contrary, that cf(/c) =

co. Let k = YlKn where {/c„|« e co} is a strictly increasing sequence of

cardinals. We will define a sequence of colorings {d„\n e co} on k in the

following way: for a < P < k , d„({a, /?}) = 1 if aa < ap and 0 otherwise.

By the Erdos-Rado partition theorem (GCH version) we have (k„)+ —► (k„)2 ,

and by the monotonicity property, we have k —> (k„)2 . Hence we can suppose

without loss of generality that for each n e co, there exists An c k such that

\A„\ — k„ and f7o[[^„]2] = 1, i.e., the sequence {aa\a e A„} is increasing. Since

{(aa, aQ+i)|a € An} is a family of disjoint intervals, we can conclude that for
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each n e co we can find a family of k„ disjoint intervals of L. Since (L, <)

is homogeneous, we conclude that each interval of (L, <) has that property.

Let K = Ili^nl" e w} > trie direct product of the sets k„ , and for each n e co

let Kn = {a \ n\a e K}. Let f he the family of all intervals of (L, <). We
will define a mapping 4>: V{Kn\n e co} -» f so that

(i) m < n —><f>(a \ n) c <j)(a \ m),
(ii) a\n^b\n=> tf>(a \ n) n <f)(b \ n) = 0.

First let us define cj) on An. The only member of Kq is the empty word

(), and we set cj>(()) = L. Let n eco, and suppose that 0 was already defined

on V{Km\m < n} in the prescribed manner. For each a e K, let ^a\n-\ be a

family of disjoint intervals in cf>(a \ n - 1) indexed as a «:„-sequence. We will

define cj>(a \ n) as the a(n - l)th element of that sequence. Obviously tf> has

the prescribed properties.
Since (L, <) is an nx-ordering, each decreasing countable sequence of inter-

vals has nonempty intersection; namely, it contains the point that separates the

set of left end points from the set of right end points. The mapping ip: K -+ L,

defined by y/(a) = f]{y/(a \ n)\n e co} , is 1-1. Since kw = Y\{K„\n e co}, we

conclude kw = Yi{K„\n e co} - \K\ <\L\ = k .
This theorem is a generalization of the previous one, since each field has the

above-mentioned homogeneity property.

2. Maximally valued ordered fields

Theorem 1. Let 2? be an nx-ordered Abelian group and W the set of all well-

ordered sequences in 2?. Then \W\° = \W\.

Proof. Let v he the cofinality of 2* and {ga\a < u} a strictly increasing

sequence of positive elements that are not Archimedean equivalent, cofinal in

2?. Let Ga — [ga, ga+1), Wa the set of well-ordered sequences of Ga , and

K* = I fQ| • We will prove first that ua+x > v£ . Let {6n \n e co} he a sequence of

well-ordered sequences in Ga . Let 0n be the image of 6„ under the translation

isomorphism of [0, g„] onto [(n-l)ga, nga). l]{8„\n e co} is a well-ordering

since co, the index set, and each 6„ are well ordered. Obviously the mapping

{dn\n e co} —> U{6n\n e co} is a 1-1 mapping. Since gQ and ga+x are not

Archimedean equivalent, it is a mapping into Wa+x .

Therefore nga < ga+x , and V[ga, ga+x) C [0, ga+x). The existence of this

1-1 mapping proves the claim. ua+x > v™ .

Now for a well-ordered sequence 6 in 2?+ let 6a = 6 n [gn, g„+x). If

we denote by W+ the set of all well-ordered sequences in 2?+ , the mapping

9 —> {6a\a <v} is a 1-1 mapping of W+ onto n{^»lQ < u} ■

\W+\<» = \Y[{Wa\a<i;}     =n{l^a|><"}

< nil^+il I" < v) = Y[{\Wn\\a <u} = \W+\.

Now for g e G, let Wg he the set of all well-ordered sequences in the

half-interval (g,—>). Since each half-interval (g, ^>) is o-isomorphic to

(0, —>), we have  \Wg\ = \W+\.   Also since each well-ordered sequence has
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a least element, W = U{Wg\g e G}. Finally, we have

\w+\< \w\<\xj{ivg\geG}\

<z2Wg\\geG} = \w+\-\G\< \rV+\-\w+\ = \w+\,

and we conclude that \W\ = \W+\, so \W\W = \W\.

Obviously the same theorem is true for W, the set of all antiwell-ordered

sequences in 2?.

For an element a e F, a will denote the antiwell-ordered sequence of

nonzero coordinates of a .

Lemma. Let y be a maximal nx-orderedfield, 2? its value group, W the set

of all antiwell-ordered sequences in G, and W0 — {a\a e F}. Then

(i)  WQ=W;
(ii) for every 6 eW and every sequence /: C7 —> P such that {g e G\f(g) =

0} = G\6, there exists ae F such that a = f, i.e., y = T{R\g e G};

(iii) \F\ = \W\.

Proof, (i) Let 6 = {ga\a < u} e W. We will define the sequence {aa\a < u}

in F so that aa = \gp\B < a} and Oa(gp) = I, P < a. We will construct it

recursively. From the proof of Hahn's embedding theorem it is easy to see that

we can choose ao = 0, and aa = ap + ega for a = B + 1 . It has the prescribed

properties. Now suppose that a is a limit ordinal and that the sequence has been

constructed for ft < a in the prescribed manner. The sequence {ap\fi < a} is

pseudoconvergent since for each 8 < y < fi we have V(ap - ay) = gy < gs =

V(ay - as). Since y is maximal, it has a pseudolimit. Let a he one of them,

and let / be the gath head of a. By the Hahn embedding theorem there exists

an element b e F such that b — f. It has the prescribed properties and, since

av = 6, deW0. This proves W = W0.
(ii) The proof of this part is similar to the proof of part (i). It suffices to set

aa = ap + f(ga) -ega,for a = fi + 1 .
(iii) For 8 e W let Fe = {a e F\a c 6}. In this case we have F =

V{F9\d e W}. \Fe\ < \Y{Dg\g e d}\ < \\{\Dg\\g e 6} < T\{\R\\g e 6} =
c\o\ = 2l<?l, since \8\>co, so we have

\F\ = \V{Fe\e e W}\ < Y,{We\ \B € W) < £{2^10 e W}.

Since P(6) C W, 2l0l <\W\. Finally we get

|p| <zZ{\wWde W} = \W\'\W\ = \W\.

On the other hand, since the mapping a —► a is a mapping of y onto W0

and, by (ii), W = W0 , we get \W\ < \F\. This proves \F\ = \W\.

Combining the two previous results and using Alling's theorem, we get the

following results.

Theorem 2. Let y be an nx-ordered maximal field. Then \F\W — \F\.
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